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Tired of doing all those sit ups & crunches without seeing results?If your fitness and weight

loss journey has been one long struggle, it’s time to cut through the BS and discover a clear

and simple path to a rock hard stomach.This book lays out EXACTLY how to get abs that pop.

Don’t be surprised when you find yourself laughing out loud while thinking, "After everything

I’ve tried, THIS is what really works and it's so simple. Why didn't I try this sooner?"You’ve

been sold on the idea that losing weight, and being able to admire your stomach while looking

in the mirror, involves lots of sacrifice. It's easy to get the wool pulled over your eyes with all the

conflicting information out there. It seems like every “guru” is sharing the latest paleo, carb

cycling, ketogenic diet hack or shortcut.The reality is 6 pack abs are possible without having to

subject yourself to cranking out endless exercises, cutting carbs, or gimmick diets. You can

look and feel your best, while still enjoying great food and time with friends and family.If Bigger

Leaner Stronger by Michael Matthews inspired you to make a dramatic difference in how your

belly looks and how strong your core feels, The 77 Laws of Six Pack Abs will give you the

simple path to achieving a flat belly in 30 days or less.Most other books with "6 pack" in the title

will recommend a magical elixir or 1000s of reps of a new exercise. Stephen Campolo & Peter

Tzemis skip all the nonsense and focus on the simplest and most effective ways to get and

stay lean. Their advice is backed by science and is practical for everyone. Whether you just

want to lose a few pounds or you’re an aspiring amateur bodybuilder, it's all in here.You’ll find

the strategies aren't tedious, tough to follow plans that require following everything to a tee.

Stephen & Peter’s methods are practical, effective, and enjoyable. You don't have to stress over

being perfect with your diet and training to get the results you want.If you read this book and

take action, don’t be surprised when:People comment about your appearance and new found

chiseled featuresYour friends start calling you “The Hulk”And your mother is convinced that you

must have been adoptedIf you want your dream body (free of man boobs, muffin tops, or love

handles), your journey starts right here!

About the AuthorStephen Campolo is a former fat kid turned weight-loss expert. He lost 100

pounds naturally through sheer willpower and determination. In 2003, he started his journey—

running every night along the streets of Long Island, New York. Within three months, he lost

nearly sixty pounds. But the result was far from the Herculean look he dreamed of. Instead, he

ended up with a bunch of excess skin and no muscle. So he picked up a Flex magazine with

Arnold on the cover and started to learn everything he could about building the ultimate male

physique. Hundreds of hours later, and thousands of pounds of iron lifted, he had made it.

Stephen has competed in natural bodybuilding shows and worked with some of the country's

top trainers and nutrition coaches. Today, he shares his knowledge with the world, and he

currently serves as the leading trainer and advisor to various celebrities and CEOs. He has

also created fitness programs for the US Military. For more about Stephen, head over to

77laws.com/stephen.Peter Tzemis is a bestselling author and internet marketer. He started his

journey in fitness in 2015, learning how to carve the body of a Greek god. While getting his

bachelor's degree in health sciences, he wrote his first fitness book, Anabolic Stretching, which

sold over 5,000 copies in the first few months. Since then, he's gone on to write multiple books

in the health space and become a partner in one of the internet's most prominent health and

fitness websites: romanfitnesssytems.com. Today, he actively plays a role in selling over $50



million worth of online products in various niches. He also blogs about his life lessons at

petertzemis.com and his marketing lessons at beatyourcontrol.com. For more about Peter,

head over to 77laws.com/peter.
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DisclaimerLegal DisclaimerWarning: All information presented in The 77 Laws Of Six Pack Abs

is for educational and resource purposes only. It is not a substitute for, or addition to, any

advice given to you by your physician or health care provider.Consult your physician before

making any changes to your lifestyle, diet, or exercise habits. You are solely responsible for

how the information in The 77 Laws Of Six Pack Abs is perceived and utilized, and doing so is

at your own risk.In no way will Peter Tzemis, Stephen Campolo, Peter Tzemis Publishing, or

any persons associated with The 77 Laws Of Six Pack Abs be held responsible for any injuries

or problems that may occur due to the use of this book or the advice within it.Personal

DisclaimerI am not a doctor, and so my advice should not replace that of a doctor’s. Any advice

given in the book, if you choose to follow it, should be discussed between you and your

doctor.Results DisclaimerRequired Legal Disclaimer: Due to recent laws from the FTC, all

companies must identify what a “typical” result is. The flat-out truth is that a typical result is

nothing. No fat loss, no six pack, and no health improvements. This is because a typical person

doesn’t take action. The testimonials I share on various pages on my websites are not typical;

they’re pictures of action-takers who exercised and ate well. If you want those same results,

work hard, and implement what we cover in this book.Copyright NoticePublished by: Peter

Tzemis PublishingCopyright © 2021 All material in this guide is, unless otherwise stated, the

property of Peter Tzemis, Stephen Campolo, and Peter Tzemis Publishing. Copyright and other

intellectual property laws protect these materials. Reproduction or retransmission of the

materials, in the whole or in part, in any manner, without the prior written consent of the

copyright holder, is a violation of copyright law.To Our Former Fat-Kid Selves…Food is good.

Abs are better.ContentsForeword by John RomanielloPart 1: Mindset LawsLaw #1: Take

ResponsibilityLaw #2: Create a New Self-ImageLaw #3: Define Success Before You Chase

ItLaw #4: Respect The TimelineLaw #5: Know Your “TRUE” Body Fat PercentageLaw #6: Write

Out 100 ReasonsLaw #7: MeditateLaw #8: Raise Your StandardsLaw #9: Create a Comeback

StoryLaw #10: Schedule a Non-Refundable Photoshoot or Beach VacationLaw #11: Start

Buying Smaller ClothesLaw #12: Journal NightlyLaw #13: Get ObsessedLaw #14: Crush

Negativity and DepressionLaw #15: Stop Watching PornLaw #16: Get Uncomfortable Being

ComfortableLaw #17: Keep BusyLaw #18: Beat The Window of IntensityLaw #19: Listen To

The “Human” BrainLaw #20: Manage The WeekendLaw #21: Plan Your TravelLaw #22: Don’t

Eat in Front of The TVPart 2: Nutrition LawsLaw #23: Master The Calorie GameLaw #24: Pump

Up Your ProteinLaw #25: Restrict Your Feeding WindowLaw #26: Stay FlexibleLaw #27: The 20

Food RuleLaw #28: Keep a Regular Eating ScheduleLaw #29: Make Your First Meal

PerfectLaw #30: Pump Up The Volume - Food VolumeLaw #31: Go GreenLaw #32: Refeed,

Don’t Cheat (don’t confuse climate and weather)Law #33: Feast At NightLaw #34: Take A

Smoker’s Break After You EatLaw #35: Have At Least Five Go-To MealsLaw #36: Destroy

TemptationLaw #37: Avoid Getting DrunkLaw #38: Don’t Drink Your CaloriesLaw #39: Get

HydratedLaw #40: Buy Single ServingsLaw #41: Drink The Six Pack ShakePart 3: Training

LawsLaw #42: Focus On Building MuscleLaw #43: Metabolic Resistance Training (MRT)Law

#44: Strengthen Your Neural-Abdominal ConnectionLaw #45: Start With Compound

MovementsLaw #46: Train FastedLaw #47: Eliminate DistractionsLaw #48: Work On Your

WheelsLaw #49: Use Progressive OverloadLaw #50: Don’t Overdo The CardioLaw #51: Stand

UpLaw #52: Walk It OutLaw #53: Make It BurnPart 4: Rest & Recovery LawsLaw #54: Plan

Your RecoveryLaw #55: Sleep Deep, Sleep Long, And Sleep MoreLaw #56: Block Blue

LightLaw #57: Take Cold Showers Every DayLaw #58: Go DarkLaw #59: Turn Up The HeatPart



5: Supplement LawsLaw #60: Take MagnesiumLaw #61: Fish Oil and CurcuminLaw #62: Super

Dose on Vitamin DLaw #63: Nature’s Fat BurnerLaw #64: Supplement With FiberLaw #65:

Nature’s Natural SteroidLaw #66: Manage Your Gut HealthLaw #67: Control Cravings With

GlutamineLaw #68: Drink Sodium BicarbonatePart 6: Success LawsLaw #69: Know Your

HormonesLaw #70: Make a NOT-To Do ListLaw #71: Weigh Yourself DailyLaw #72: Seek Out

AccountabilityLaw #73: Take Weekly Measurements and PhotosLaw #74: Have a Post-Six-

Pack PlanLaw #75: Dress BetterLaw #76: Know Your Craving TypeLaw #77: Take Action And

Never Give UpBonusThe 78th Law: The ultimate six pack supplement stackForeword by John

RomanielloNYT Bestselling Author Of Engineering The Alpha 2.0I first met Peter in June of

2014, in a hallway outside of a conference room in Las Vegas. He was an attendee at the

marketing seminar at which I’d been a speaker, and he introduced himself with a firm

handshake and a gift—a book he thought I might enjoy.Looking back now, I have no memory of

what the book was, and I suspect I never got around to reading it. Still, the gesture stuck out,

establishing in my mind what I would eventually come to recognize as a hallmark of Peter’s

personality: his willingness to go one step further, in every regard, than most people. We made

our way to the lobby bar and then—four bourbons later—to the local steakhouse, where we

shared our first meal together.That dinner led to others, and eventually we ban working

together, with me as his coach. This was years before he’d built name recognition as an

entrepreneur. In those early days of his career, I was lucky enough to mentor him as his star

was becoming ascendant in the fitness industry. Just as he had in that Las Vegas seminar, he

stood out among the many people I’ve had the good fortune to teach over the years.Right from

the beginning, he was eager to learn, obsessed with results, and took an inquisitive eye to

everything in the fitness industry at the time and asked, “why is this not working?”Six years

later, when we’d shifted from colleagues to friends and eventually to business partners, I found

myself again sharing a steak (and a few bourbons) with Peter after a different seminar.I was

visiting Toronto, where I’d taught a Storytelling workshop for entrepreneurs, the attendees of

which included both Peter and Stephen—who, together, co-authored the very book you now

hold in your hands.As the sun set that night, we didn’t know it would be the last celebration for

some time, nor the degree to which the world was about to change.We were just entering the

first stages of what Covid would unleash on the world, and in our moment of blissful ignorance,

talked of lighter things. As we feasted, Peter and Stephen told me about their upcoming project:

The 77 Laws of Six Pack Abs.The book, they explained, would shed light on everything you

need to get six-pack abs.Abs, you say?We toasted, to a new era in the fitness industry, to focus

on results above jargon, to helping others first.This is the most fulfilling part of what I do. It’s

getting the opportunity to work with and mentor the up-and-coming leaders of our world,

support them in pushing the boundaries of their thinking, and subsequently push the industry’s

boundaries.Little did we know it would be the last time we would toast in that fashion for many

months.In this book, you don’t have just another fat loss book that goes on (and on) about

hormones and the Krebs cycle and so forth.That stuff’s important, of course. But what

separates this work from the other fat loss diet books I’ve seen over the last fifteen years is

actionability. Peter and Stephen understand that it’s not just about the information. It’s about

putting systems in place to actually follow the simple rules.As the maxim goes, “Success lies in

the ruthless execution of the basics.”Peter and Stephen guide through everything you could

possibly need to know about how to get shredded, including the physiological details.As a

teacher, I tell writers and entrepreneurs that you have to “enter the conversation through the

other person’s door.” You can’t provide usable, practical support without understanding where

your audience is coming from. Peter and Stephen understand that and craft laws to help



people get shredded (and healthier). Inventive laws like “Start buying smaller clothes” line up

with the tried-and-true pillars of fat loss like, get hydrated (because if you’re not drinking

goddam water almost, nothing else matters).Wherever you’re at in your fat loss and fitness

journey, Peter and Stephen have laws for whatever door you’re entering from. Start wherever

strikes you, and view this as a “choose your own adventure.” From the complete beginner to

the seasoned meathead, there are 77 doors to open, behind which lay 77 different paths to

choose. From there, you can build off the ones that first strike you and continue to integrate

more and more laws into your life.Finally, I admire how these two keep in mind that fat loss isn’t

everything, or even the end goal: it’s the means to a better, happier, healthier life. They tackle

issues like depression in ways most diet books never touch.Writing this—nearly a year later—,

the world is a different place than when we feasted in Toronto. Covid has upended so much of

our culture, revealed our weaknesses, and brought us to our knees in many respects.It’s also

shown us how much of what we want (and have always wanted) is to feel in control of

ourselves and our health.As I read through some of these laws, I was reminded of a lesson I

learned through a lifetime of mental health struggles and decades in fitness: a six-pack won’t

make your problems go away—you still have to deal with them. In the face of a global

pandemic, sometimes “vanity” seems silly.But finding ways to improve yourself so you can

improve the world, finding reasons to be healthy—well, there’s no downside.Because even

when it seems the world is ending, having a six-pack feels cool. And that’s reason enough.-

JRPart 1Mindset Laws“You cannot solve your problems with the same mindset you used to

create them.”—Albert EinsteinBefore you can even think of building a house, you need to lay a

solid foundation. And, likely one with reinforced concrete and steel to handle the strain and new

changes to the land, all while ensuring the stability and safety of the constructor for eternity. It’s

no surprise, then, that contractors spend up to 80% of the time building a foundation, before

adding everything else.Six pack abs are no different. And our foundation begins in the mind.

Because no diet, exercise program, or fat loss pill can overcome limiting beliefs and self-

sabotage. If they could, you probably wouldn’t be reading this book, and Stephen and I would

be out of a job.Backed by centuries of real-life experience, these first 22 mindset laws will help

conquer your inner demons and give you the six pack shortcut.Law #1Take ResponsibilityThe

biggest reason people don’t reach their goals is they’ve played the victim their whole lives and

can’t accept blame. If you’re fat, it’s your fault. If you’re broke, it’s your fault. If you’re alone, it’s

your fault. I know it’s harsh, but I’m not here to pat you on the ass and tell you what you want to

hear.As a fitness coach who has worked with thousands of clients, those who achieve the

biggest transformations are the ones who accept responsibility. They realize that their actions

and crappy lifestyle have gotten them where they are today.On the flip side, the clients who

rarely get results are the ones who blame everything on someone else. Their girlfriend made

them go out to eat. Their mom cooked their favorite meal and they couldn’t resist. It was their

friend’s birthday, and they wanted to drink and party. The list goes on.Nobody is responsible for

your life but you. Nobody is coming to save you. If you want to play the victim and blame the

world for your problems, then you will continue to get the same results.Own your life. Own your

decisions. Take responsibility. If you can do this, then you have taken the first step towards

transforming. Once you accept responsibility, you will have the power to change your life and

make the right decisions towards a better life.Law #2Create a New Self-ImageMy hypothesis is

simple: at this very moment, you know exactly what you need to do to level up your life. You

already know the “secrets” to have more money, better relationships, more productivity, and a

shredded six pack, and yet you don’t execute a plan.For the longest time, we believed a lack of

discipline and willpower were the culprits. But, that’s only part of the answer. We’re only



governed by willpower when we actively focus on what we’re doing, which is only a few times a

day when we do things that aren’t habitual. The rest of the time, we function on autopilot.Our

habitual behavior is controlled by our self-image. This self-image dictates our habits, and our

habits determine our long-term results.Maxwell Maltz, a famous psychologist in the 1960s,

wrote a book called Psycho-Cybernetics. He spent his entire life studying the way a person’s

image and perception of themselves shape their results in life. He concluded that self-image

controls our results, just like a cybernetic mechanism.Take a thermostat, for example. If you set

the temperature to 78 degrees, then anytime the temperature rises or falls below that number,

the thermostat kicks in to bring the temperature back to 78 degrees. When you try to lose

weight, more often than not, you’ll unconsciously return to your set point.There are two big

ways to change your self-image:1. A powerful emotional eventWe’ve all heard about those

people that completely changed their lives after a powerful experience. A car accident, the loss

of a loved one, public humiliation, an unexpected victory, having a baby, losing your home - any

of these incidents can be life-changing.But we can’t control this. So, instead of waiting for

something like this to happen to motivate us to change our lives, we’re going to use the other

way.2. Autosuggestion: Constant spaced repetition of your goalThis is when you repeat an idea

or image for so long that it becomes your normal way of thinking. Besides emotional shock, it is

the only known method of influencing the subconscious mind.The best way I have found to

ensure successful autosuggestion is to carry around and read a goal card every day. This

method will engrain your goal so deeply into your mind that you will unconsciously start to act

towards the attainment of your goal.Here’s what your goal card should look like on the

front:Insert Goal Here andthe Date to Achieve It ByDaily Action Step #1Daily Action Step

#2Daily Action Step #3Daily Action Step #4Here’s what your goal card should look like on the

back:Insert Goal Here and theDate to Achieve It ByDescription of your life when you achieve

the goal. Make sure to include your feelings, daily process and how amazing life is now that

you have achieved it.Picture of goal (if possible)Keep it in your pocket at all times and read it

every morning and night. Personally, I read mine every time I go to the bathroom as well. Over

time, you’ll start to notice that this piece of paper becomes your reality. Eventually, you can

expand your goals to go beyond six pack abs and really watch the magic of this goal card

unfold.Another highly effective way of applying autosuggestion is by repeating self-affirmations

when you get up and before you go to bed. I typically do this while staring at myself in the

mirror, almost in a way where I am commanding myself with 100% certainty who I am and

what I have. Even if you don’t have it yet, you must believe it as if it were already in your

possession.My daily affirmations look something like this:I am powerful beyond measureI can

accomplish anything I set my mind toI accept what I cannot changeI have control over my

thoughts, feelings, and choicesI am in complete control of my lifeI am lovedI am disciplinedI am

healthy and fitMy body craves healthy and nutritious foodsI do hard things because I am willing

to pay the price for greatnessLaw #3Define Success Before You Chase ItLet me tell you the

story of the failed Gold Medalist, Corrine Archer. By the age of 7, she had already logged

hundreds of hours of training in pursuit of an Olympic title. At the age of 17, after ruthlessly

training for over a decade, she won her much-coveted Olympic gold medal.By anyone’s

definition, Corinne Archer was a success story. What she had spent two-thirds of her life

pursuing, she finally obtained. She had the gold medal to prove it. However, Corinne left the

podium not in tears of joy, but with a gnawing sense of emptiness. It took several painful

months before Corinne began to come to terms with the shock of losing a goal by winning

it.Success, then, is not a trophy we seize, a record we set, or a position we earn. It’s not the

figures in our bank account, the zipcode we live at, or the shredded six pack we can show off.



True success — the kind which doesn’t slip through your fingers the moment you get hold of it

— is part of a continuous journey rather than an endpoint. Before even beginning this process

of getting in the best shape of your life, you must realize that there is no finish line. There will

always be something you want to change. This is good because it keeps you motivated and

hungry.All your efforts should be focused on achieving a successful life, whatever that looks

like for you specifically. Only you know what a “successful life” really is. Too many people on

their journey to six pack abs, forget to build six pack abs into their life instead of the other way

around.They quickly find out that having a six pack comes at a cost far greater than it’s worth.

This is why it’s critical to choose specific goals that reflect the life you want to live. Map out your

goals so far ahead of their deadlines that you have plenty of time to evolve into the person who

deserves them. If not, success will pay you an infrequent visit, if it comes at all.Before you

spend several months or years hunting for six pack abs (or any other type of “success”), spend

a few minutes defining what it really means to you.Law #4Respect The TimelineMost people

don’t understand how long it will take to get visible abs. It takes most people years to get out of

shape and overweight or obese, but after a few days of dieting and exercising, they expect to

see instant shredded abs. Did you get fat overnight? Of course not. So don’t expect to get

shredded overnight either. Like all things in life, it takes time and patience.The chart below is a

pretty accurate description of how long it will take to see your abs based on where you

currently are.Starting Body Fat % Weeks Until Six Pack Abs10-13% 4 Weeks Or Less14-16%

8 Weeks17-18% 12 Weeks19-20% 16 Weeks21-23% 24 Weeks24-26% 32 Weeks27-29% 40

Weeks30%+ 52 Weeks Or MoreNow, the actual amount of time it’s going to take can be

slightly more or less depending on how well you stick to your diet and training program,

whether you use supplements to speed up the process, and how efficiently or inefficiently your

body tends to mobilize and burn fat.That being said, most people underestimate how long it’s

really going to take to get in amazing shape. If you want to achieve it as fast as possible, then

being consistent with your diet and training will get you where you want to be in the shortest

amount of time.Consistency will be your biggest asset.Law #5Know Your “TRUE” Body Fat

PercentageThere’s a trend that has emerged recently that needs to die.If you believe social

media or the common gym talk, nobody that lifts is any higher than 12-15% body fat,

regardless of how lean they look. And, never have I heard of so many people being “6-8%”.In

fact, if you “are” 10%, well you’re actually kind of fatWhat is the problem, you may ask? Who

cares if everybody lies (or is just misinformed) about their body fat levels?It can give you

unrealistic expectations. If you think that you are 12% body fat, you might “believe” that you are

only 5-10lbs away from looking shredded. When you lose 10lbs and still don’t look great, it

might kill your motivation.It provides false programming. Your daily caloric intakes rely on

knowing your body fat percentage. By not knowing your true body fat percentage, you’re setting

yourself for failure.So, how does one accurately measure their body fat percentage?
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Richard C., “Fantastic! Please create a DVD of this book.. This book is packed full of useful

information. It seems to be complete.A video disc explaining the ideas from this book and

showing the results would be the ultimate inspiration.A visual representation of this book would

be a great motivational resource.”

Eric Edwards, “Cover all areas. Rule #34 is one of my favorites. Once you have read that you

know what I mean. Pay attention to detail and the little things add up. Thank you for all the

detail.”

Buzz, “Good info, bad editing. This book offers some good information to those looking for

different ways to adjust their current health/fitness routine. Can't overlook the poor editing.”

Phillip Scalia, “Great book. Very informative and helpful.”

Colleen Temperato, “OUTSTANDING. If you are chasing Ab muscle like I am. Thus is a definite

Staple in your weightloss a.d muscle building routine. Understanding how to build great abs will

become second nature after reading this book. KUDOS GUYS great book.”

Jose R., “Interesting way to reach your goal. I got this and it is been very helpful the way

Stephen explains everything, probably getting abs is the most difficult part of the losing weight

journey and he found a way to do it as a purpose of life.I will recommend this book to everyone

who is looking the right path to get those abs”

Louise M. Rosales, “Bite-sized and actionable. Peter and Stephen provide a great resource that

covers so much more than the typical methods to getting in great shape.They recognize that

long-term, sustained progress is also about healthy habits around sleep, nutrition, productivity,

and more.I recommend this book to anybody looking to not only get in better shape, but also

feel better and perform better.”

Wylie Farrugia, “Start here for your dream body. You can find such great, hidden knowledge in

this book! Helpful advice that’s really simple to follow. If you want your dream body, better start

here to get it!”



Matthew, “Best Fat Loss Book I've Read. This book is fantastic, these two really thought about

everything. There are so many chapters in the book that speak about the intangible things that

we don't normally think of, but matter so much to actually losing body fat. I don't think I'll ever

need another fat loss book after this one.”

The book by Peter Tzemis has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 34 people have provided feedback.
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